Written Testimony on County’s Failure to Vaccinate people according to Tiers and valid occupations

I accept and understand the government’s need to vaccinate school staff, medical staff and caregivers. But I don’t understand how people 70 to 74 are pushed aside so the county can give priority to some with co-morbidity of being overweight or smoking which are voluntary choices.

AGE is not a voluntary choice.
I waited till this month to register, knowing that certain occupations had priority.. I registered March 5 and only this week 3-22 got a vaccination date, but many miles from where I live and have a 15 year old car with problems.None of the south MC pharmacies and Hospitals (Holy Cross) have any vaccine at this time.

I am not going to a mass vaccination site in Germantown where there’ll be cars lined up, idling and releasing exhaust into the air. Covid19 has to do with respiration. Yet the Council wants to put our lungs in jeopardy.

I live in zip code 20902, which has a high Covid 19 case count. Where are the vaccines in the Silver Spring area???

Stop throwing around the word *equitable*. It has become meaningless It just means everyone except me.